
KYRGYZSTAN - SON KUL CANYON climbs 
 
SON KUL CANYON WEST FACE (KORGO Mountain) 
 

 
 
North Ridge HVS 5a 700m – Leading to Pk Korgo (South Summit) 
 
The North Ridge starts next to where the Son Kul river turns its final corner and enters the canyon 
heading south. Follow the ridge form here with easy walking and exposed scrambling with 
magnificent views west and 600m straight down into the canyon. The ridge then changes completely 
as it steepens with a great wall and buttress above (this is also where the ‘First Rib’ finishes and joins 
the North Ridge). Stay on the crest of the ridge and climb first some steep steps and then the 
buttress directly via cracks and corners for 4 pitches – great exposed climbing on fantastic rock leads 
to more broken and easier ground above. Easy scrambling on the crest of the ridge leads to the first 
and North summit. From the North summit walk across the summit plateau on grass towards the 
higher South summit (Pk Korgo) which is reached by easy but exposed scrambling.   
Nelhams/Taylor/Plackett/Clifford/Dudek ‘09 
 
First Rib HVS 5a 600m 
 
Accessing the canyon form the North, ‘First Rib’ is the first obvious rib which you see looking south 
down the Canyon. The route starts next to the Son Kul river in the bottom of the canyon and strikes 
a continuous line up to where it finishes on the North Ridge. The initial couple of pitches follow 
steep and difficult-to-protect slabs up and right to easier ground and the base of the ridge proper. 3 
steep pitches on great rock then lead up cracks and corners to easier broken ground above. Follow 
the obvious rib line above with moderate scrambling and the odd more awkward roped step, until 
the rib peters out onto where the North Ridge steepens. 
Descent - You can walk/scramble down the North Ridge from this point, or you can continue up the 
steeper North Ridge to the summit of Pk Korgo, giving the longest route in the Canyon so far.  



Adrian Nelhams, SteveTaylor 08 
 

 
 

Second Rib HVS 4c 
The ridge which bounds the shallow bay on the right. Some nice pitches but loose ground too. 
Climbed in 7-8 pitches to a terrace, then either continue up scrambling ground to join the N Ridge or 
traverse right for 200m along scree and shelving slabs until an abseil gains a scree gully leading back 
to the base.  
Pat Littlejohn/Gareth Read/Leif Iversen 08 

 

 



Middle Earth E1 5b  
Good climbing up a steeper-than-it-appears 90 degree corner with nice laybacking and smearing 
until the rock quality suddenly deteriorates. 
Access: walk most of the way down Son Kul canyon. Middle Earth is the middle corner up a laid back 
wall on the left, starting from a small meadow about 4m above the road. Scramble up the steep 
earth bank and then up to the corner. 
1. 40m 5b. Climb the obvious middle corner to where the crack widens at a small overhang. Either 
continue up the wide crack or swing left and climb the shallow groove. Either way the rock 
deteriorates and a belay can be made at the base of the red continuation corner. In situ wire and 
chockstone thread provides an abseil point. 
Geoff Hornby/David Barlow ‘09 

 

 
 
Taylor Made E1 5a 120m 
8m right of a clean steep crack halfway down the canyon. 
The first pitch follows a twin corner crack, an awkward step and groove to easier ground and a 
recess. Pitch 2 - step left into another groove and climb a steep wall up and right to below the 
obvious book corner seen from below. Belay at a small tree down and right from the corner. Pitch 3 
– Climb the corner crack direct on fantastic jams, laybacks and bridging moves on some of the best 
rock in the canyon. Keep following the crack direct as it lays back a little, then a difficult step right 
leads to a huge block belay. From here, another few metres leads to the very top of the free-
standing pinnacle. Descent – Abseil the route. 
Nelhams/Taylor/Plackett/Clifford/Dudek ‘09 



 
Manaschi Rib HVS 5a 600m 
A more direct version of Friendly Buttress, the obvious clean buttress on the west face of Pk Korgo, 
towards the southern end of the canyon. 
Climb the buttress direct on fantastic rock for 6 pitches. The next pitch initially takes the steep ‘V’ 
corner directly above, but then heads out left on a steep wall, on small holds to a knife edge crest 
and amazing exposure. Keep following the crest stepping right into a steep corner with strenuous 
moves over the top. Another 7 pitches of easier ground climbing slabs and steep rock steps leads to 
the top and the junction between other ribs and spurs. (Above, 200m of broken climbing and 
scrambling leads to the South summit of Pk Korgo.) 
Descent from the Manaschi Rib – head south down scree slopes and awkward steps trending left 
and then right until a line can be found trending again left over steep broken and loose ground.  

 
 

Some down climbing and an abseil over a steep cliff now leads to a broad scree slope and easier 
ground. You will then trend right back around and under the SW Spur. 
Nelhams/Taylor/Plackett/Clifford/Dudek ‘09 
 
Friendly Buttress 600m Mild Very Severe (V-) 
The easiest line so far discovered on the W Face of the canyon. Takes the second full-height spur 
from the bottom (i.e. left of SW Spur and L of a steeper rib that terminates at 200m). Gain it by a 
rising traverse from the right (from the top of a grassy bank) and follow it for 5 pitches till it steepens 
at a compact buttress. An obvious rising traverse leads rightwards to a shallow gully leading to easier 



ground (4b). Continue until forced left to another rib and follow this, long but easy, to the canyon 
rim.  
Descend on the ridge for c.100m. Work L (facing out) then back R into a gully which is descended till 
it’s possible to work L again to reach the big scree slope. Follow this and where it ends work down R 
to the base.  
Littlejohn/Walters/Lindsey/Smith Sep 09 Vlasto/Elmer 
 

 
 
South West Spur 550m HVS 4c 
A fine route climbing the named spur mainly on its right hand side, providing excellent views over 
the plains and distant mountains. Essentially the lowest (furthest right) major spur of the West face.  
The spur actually consists of 4 slabby towers linked by scrambling half-pitches, and a final gully to 
reach the summit. Start at the entrance to the canyon, from the slab nearest to a telegraph pole 
stump. 
Descent: continue to the highest point (cairn), after which there is a drop to a col. Back track slightly 
from the highest point and scramble carefully down to the left (looking out). The descent is 
somewhat tricky to follow but eventually leads you to a scree-filled gully. Descend the gully to where 
it splits and take the right hand branch. Continue to an obvious drop off. Go back about 20m and 
scramble carefully round to the right above the big drop, aiming for a rib. Descend the rib down to 
the Son Kul road. 
Geoff Hornby/David Barlow/Susie Sammut 09 
 
Southern Slabs (outside Son Kul Canyon) 
 
Cowboys E2 5b  
Access: walk along the road out of the Son Kul Canyon, following the road as it bends leftwards. 
After a few hundred metres the slabs are clearly seen on the left, about 10 minutes walk slightly 
uphill from the road. The slabs consist of one main slab about 100m high and a smaller slab to the 
left separated by a partially vegetated gully - though both slabs kick back above to easier ground. 
Cowboys starts at the left edge of the main slab.  
1. 25m 5a. Climb carefully with no gear up the left edge aiming for the gully, then follow the gully 
until a belay can be made about 5m below an obvious overlap to the left of the gully. 



2. 50m 5b. Step left of the gully and climb up to the overlap on the left slab. Pull over the overlap 
just left of a crack (crux), and climb to better holds where the crack widens. Follow the crack up then 
left, heading towards the second overlap near the top of the slab. Step over the overlap by a small 
tree and belay in the groove above. 
3. Traverse left and slightly down for about 15m to a tree, then abseil off. 
Geoff Hornby/David Barlow 09 

 
 
Note that the main Southern Slabs remain untouched - they look excellent but poorly protected. 
Probably 5c climbing with uncertain gear... 
 
SON KUL CANYON EAST FACE 
 



 
 
Eastern Spine 600m HVS/MXS 
The most prominent ridge on the east-facing side of the canyon gives good climbing on excellent 
rock until the shattered final buttress. Cross the river and scramble up to gain the ridge from the left. 
After 2 pitches a smoother wall gives a fine bold pitch (5a) above which it gets easier (with 1 hard 
step – 5a) till a band of overhangs blocks progress. Tackle these by an exposed circuit to the right 
(5a). Easy again to the big headwall where several rope lengths on loose stratified limestone 
(serious) lead to the highest point. Descend slopes to the right (north).  
Littlejohn/Neil Lindsey/John Vlasto 09 
 

 
 



SUNRISE DOME 
The slabby dome on the W side of the canyon’s southern entrance is the first to get the morning sun.  
 
Tramlines  350m  VS 4b 
The route follows conspicuous parallel cracks which run up the R side of the narrow vertical strip of 
grey slabs in the middle of the face. A shallow gully bounds these slabs on the right. Follow the 
cracks in 5 pitches then a rib leads to lower-angled but serious ground climbed in 3 further pitches to 
the summit. Descend by following a little valley southwards to a blocky ridge which leads easily to an 
abseil point. One 45m abseil to reach easier ground dropping down L to the river.  
Littlejohn/Vladimir Komissarov/Tom Fox/Patrick Cadell/Mark Dillon ‘10 
 
SECOND CANYON – Djiryk Otok (Split boot) 
This is in the next canyon along from Son Kul (immediately west) most easily accessed by exiting Son 
Kul canyon and following the side-track to the right of the main road down to the river, a few 100 
metres outside the Son Kul canyon entrance. Shortly before the river bends to the left there is a river 
crossing which is passable with care - normally just over knee deep in October. The crossing is 
shortly before a stream joins the river on the far bank. Follow the side-stream bed, or the path 
higher up, along until the stream has to be crossed at the entrance to the next canyon. Turn into the 
canyon, crossing and re-crossing the river as required until the initial narrowing is passed after a few 
minutes. Jalali Tower is the obvious white tower up on the right just inside the canyon. 
 

 
 
Horsin’ Around  Hard Severe 4b 
Takes the open groove at the right hand side of the Ibexland buttress. 
Pitch 1 and 2 as per Ibexland, but continue pitch 2 along the ledge to its right hand end to belay on 
two trees (abseil tat in tree to the left). 
3. Move up the centre and to the right hand side of the slab to climb the corner where it meets the 
right hand wall. Move up the slight depression towards the capping roof/ crumbling overhang and 
arrange gear approx. 3m below the roof. Move down 1m and traverse left to gear towards the left 



side of the slab. Continue up to the left of the overhangs and continue up the slab with spaced gear 
to exit the slab at the right top corner to belay in a tree to the right of the gully above the slab, at the 
base of the continuation grey slab. 
4. Continue up the continuation grey slab past a dying tree to the top of the buttress. 
First Ascent – Paul Wellicome, Tim Evans, Laura Fletcher 
 
Descent – Either abseil down the route or move over the top of the buttress to the main in-situ 
abseil station in the gully to the left of the buttress. 
 
Ibexland VS 4c 
A striking line up the impressive white tower, easier than it looks. 
Scramble up to the start of the real rock of the tower. Start at some Russian graffiti, at the base of 
the central gully that breaks through the lower section of the tower. 
1. 55m 4a Follow the gully up to the base of the steep tower and belay on the left. 
2. 15m 4b. Traverse rightwards and up the gully-continuation corner, then move right onto a ramp 
that crosses the main tower face diagonally rightwards. Belay at a small bush about 8m up the ramp. 
3. 50m 4c. Reverse the ramp and move up into the main central crackline of the tower. Follow the 
crack until the rope runs out where there is a shallow ledge. 
4. 10m 4b. Continue up the crack to a main ledge before the final corner. 
5. 30 4b. Climb up a few metres then head diagonally right to the top right corner of the tower. 
5a. 45m HVS 5a. Continue directly up the crack and groove above – superb. 
Descent: abseil descent down the gully on the right of the tower (looking in), or traverse the dome 
leftwards to the single abseil descent used by Striker etc. 
David Barlow/Geoff Hornby 09. Direct Finish: Littlejohn/Dillon/Fox ‘10  
 
Finale   Severe 
Takes the features at the left side of the Ibexland Buttress. 

1. Start at the Russian graffiti to the left hand side of the buttress, climb over blocks and easy 
ground straight up to belay on a tree. 

2. Continue up in the same line over similar ground to belay at the base of the large open 
chimney. 

3. Use traditional techniques to climb the chimney and exit the right hand side at the top. Walk 
over easy grass to the base of the obvious wall split by the obvious crack with a dead tree at 
its base. Climb the crack past another dead tree to belay at the top in the base of a short 
gully on a tree. 

4. Exit the short gully on the right hand side and continue up easier ground to belay below an 
obvious narrow steeper continuation crack. 

5. Climb the narrow slab with good moves exiting to a broader slab which is climbed and exited 
on the left avoiding the large dubious-looking blocks on the right. 
First Ascent – Tim Evans, Adrian Nelhams, Paul Wellicome, Laura Fletcher. 

 
Descent – Scramble over the top of the buttress to climb down and left to use the main in-situ abseil 
station at the top of the gully to the left of the buttress. 
 
Beyond Jalali Tower is an impressive dome-shaped cliff with some very smooth walls and strong 
natural lines. 



 
 
Striker  250m E2 5c 
Takes the most obvious groove and gives 5 pitches of sustained climbing, starting up a vertical 
chimney/scoop for 2 pitches (5b) before following an easier ramp into the groove. This gives 
sustained climbing (5c, 5b, 5a) to easier ground at the top of the dome. Descend the ridge on the 
right and regain the base of the climb by making one 50m abseil down the gully between this cliff 
and Jalali Tower (sling & karabiner in place).   
Littlejohn/ John Vlasto 09 
 
Great Central  260m  E1 
This challenging route takes the central crack and chimney system in the white ‘domed’ wall left of 
Striker. Start at a pocketed buttress of rough rock directly below the line.  
1. 30m 4c. Follow various grooves to a big spike belay. 
2. 30m 4b. A corner on the left then continue to the big tree.  
3. 50m 4c. Climb till above a higher tree then trend left on excellent compact rock to reach the 
crackline.  
4. 50m 4c. Follow the crack till beneath a huge thorn bush then traverse left to a pine tree belay. 
5. 50m 5a. Move back right to gain the main crackline above the thorn bush. Follow chimneys to a 
sheltered stance in a shallow cave – thread and nut belays higher. 
6. 50m 5a. Follow the chimney, make exposed moves to pass an overhang and continue to where 
the crack closes 10m from the apparent top. Break left and make an exciting traverse to the arête of 
the wall to finish. Now traverse the mountain to the abseil descent in the gully between it and Jalali 
Tower. One 50m abseil. 
Littlejohn/Mark Dillon/Patrick Cadell ‘10 
 
Dome NW of Son Kul Canyon 



10-pitch route just R of centre of face. HVS 5a on crux flake crack. Good route but rock worse than it 
appears.  Littlejohn/Bruton/Iversen/Read 08 


